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In our previous work [1], we have proposed a general framework to handle
binary linear classification for top samples. Our framework includes ranking
problems, accuracy at the top or hypothesis testing. We have summarized known
methods, such as [2, 3, 4], belonging to this framework and proposed new ones.
Note that these methods were either derived in their primal form, or they did
not use kernels. This forced a restriction on only linear classifiers.

In this work, we employ the convexity results derived in [1]. For all methods
from our framework, we derive their equivalent dual formulation. We utilize
their SVM-like structure and incorporate kernels into the dual formulation. This
allows us to pass from linear to nonlinear classifiers. We show how to recover the
primal solution and classification value for new samples. We propose an effective
computation method and perform a numerical analysis showing the efficiency of
our framework.
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